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Infrared antennas made of metallic nanostructures are
widely tunable from the near‐ to the far‐infrared range.
They can be utilized for a variety of applications such as
light harvesting, photonic filters, and their structural
linear or circular anisotropy can be exploited to further
enhance the sensitivity of spectroscopic measurements.
Here, gold dendritic fractal structures that were
optimized to exhibit multiple resonances in the mid‐
infrared range were characterized using a scattering‐type
scanning near‐field optical infrared microscope. The
spatially resolved infrared maps associated with the
individual modes serve as a basis to understand the mode
evolution between each fractal generation.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.99.099999

Metasurfaces have shown their potential for a variety of
applications ranging from the terahertz to the UV-Visible spectral
ranges as filters, photovoltaic cells, or plasmon-mediated catalysis
[1-3]. Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), infrared
absorption (SEIRA) and fluorescence [4-6], also rely on nanoscale
regions where the electromagnetic (EM) field is locally enhanced in
the near-field of the structure. The linear anisotropy of such
antennas, as well as the structural chirality, are additional
parameters that can be tuned, thus exploiting the differential
response of a metasurface when subjected to an orthogonal set of
linearly or circularly polarized fields [7]. Importantly, the
distribution, the anisotropy and the density of hot-spots, i.e. spatial
positions where the EM field is locally enhanced are also important
factors to performing differential surface chemistry using different
wavelengths or polarizations to trigger specific surface reactions on
a given structure [8]. In this context, fractal structures are of interest
because they exhibit a high density of local hot-spots that can be
predicted from the fractal geometry [9]. Furthermore, they present
multiple resonances that can be exploited individually. It is

therefore of interest to know the spatial distribution of these hotspots associated with a given resonance to turn them “on” or “off”
for specific surface reactions, and to possibly predict the resonances
associated with new fractal generations.
In simple structures, the position of the localized area of an
enhanced EM field can be determined intuitively, as in the cases of
adjacent nanoparticles, bow-tie assemblies, rod-like structures or a
nanoparticle on a metallic mirror. In such examples, the EM field is
generally confined in the nanometer-sized gap(s) between the
adjacent structures or at the extremities of the rod structures [1012]. However, for more complex structures and assemblies that
show multiple resonances and polarization dependence, numerical
calculations are critical tools to assess the spatial properties of the
resonances and to determine the ideal irradiation conditions [13].
Calculations involving fractal structures are more tedious to
conduct because the different length scales inherent to fractal
structures need a small lattice calculation parameter over large
surfaces, thus requiring costly computation time to converge.
Therefore, the possibility to experimentally map the modes over
a complex fractal structure appears as an important advantage to
correlate the appearance of new modes or hybridization for each
new fractal generation. For mid-IR resonances, scattering-type
scanning near-field optical microscopy (s-SNOM) has shown
remarkable results to yield highly spatially resolved direct mapping
of infrared modes through the simultaneous measurement of the
near-field amplitude and phase images. The interpretation of the sSNOM maps for the particular case of extended 2D structures is
complex and cannot be simply related to a specific near-field
component [14] but is rather a weighted sum of the individual Ex,
Ey and Ez fields at a selected point [15].
In this work, we image the mid-IR resonances supported by a
series of gold dendritic fractals inscribed by electron-beam
lithography on CaF2 windows. The full description of their
fabrication can be found somewhere else [16]. The Caylee tree-type
fractal structures that have a dendrimer-like geometry exhibit a
series of resonances that span the near- to far-IR depending on the
size of the individual building blocks and the generation order [7,
16, 17]. In particular, we focus on five-branched second-order

generation (5BG2, Fig. 1A) and three-branched fifth-order
generation (3BG5, Fig. 1B) dendritic fractals. The generation
number refers to the number of iterations of the fractal. These
fractals were selected as they present important design features
namely: i) a large number of inner branches; ii) a high number of
generations; iii) a radial-type geometry that supports the possibility
of hybridization between fractal generations.

Fig. 1. SEM images of A) 5BG2 with rod length of 300 nm and B) 3BG5
with rod length of 200 nm. The rod length are colored in red. Near- to
mid-IR absorption spectra of the C) 5BG2 and D) 3BG5 dendritic fractals
for rod lengths varying from 200 to 400 nm. Arrows in C, D indicates the
resonances that were scanned with the s-SNOM.

Microscopic absorbance measurements were first conducted on
arrays (5050 m2) of these fractal structures (1010 to 3030
individual fractal structures separated by 0.8 μm) using a mid-IR
synchrotron source combined with a far-field microscope [16]. As
seen in Fig. 1C, the 5BG2 fractal exhibits two dominant resonances
in the near- to mid-IR range (6000-1000 cm-1), whereas the 3BG5
fractal has a series of 4-5 resonances that span that same spectral
domain (Fig. 1D). These resonances are associated with both
dipolar and multipolar modes and their numbers depends on the
number of fractal generations. In the ﬁrst-order generation of the
dendritic fractal, there is a single resonance. With each subsequent
generation, a new plasmon resonance is introduced [16]. Using a
hybridization model of plasmon modes, it appears that the modes
with the higher energies are associated with the outermost
generation while the modes with the lower energies appears as
coupling of modes from the outer structure towards the inner
starting dendron [16]. This holds true for the lowest energy
resonances of the 3BG5 fractal. Given the spatial extension of its
radial geometry with increasing diameter for higher generation
structures, the other resonances are also derived from plasmonic
coupling between the successive generations as shown using the
hybridization model [16]. Fig. 1C, D further demonstrate that by
changing the length of the rods (a rod being the building-block unit
colored in red in Fig. 1A,B), the spectral positions and the number of

resonances can be tailored. The ability to tune the plasmonic
properties is a critical factor for applications in optical sensing or
when developing an optical filter for multiband spectral ranges.
Surface-enhanced infrared absorption is optimum when the
infrared resonances of the nanostructured platform match the
vibrational modes of interest yielding a Fano interference [16, 18,
19].
To spatially correlate the plasmon resonances with the structure
itself, mid-IR nanoscopy at the scale of a single structure is of crucial
interest, especially when calculation is limited due to multiscale
converging issues. Furthermore, differences in shape between the
modelled structure and the real structures, due to fabrication
limitations such as rounding effects for smaller sizes, surface
roughness from deposition methods and presence of defects, yields
a variety of spectral and spatial differences that are more difficult to
all be considered in the EM modelling step. The knowledge of the
experimental spatial distributions of the near-field resonances is
therefore critical for many applied aspects such as performing
differential surface chemistry, polarized measurements or chiral
sensing [8, 20, 21].
The experimental design of the s-SNOM instrument used here
(neaSNOM, Neaspec GmbH) can be found elsewhere [22]. In these
experiments, a tunable quantum cascade laser (QCL) source
operating in transmission geometry is focused using a parabolic
mirror from below on the fractal surface. The linearly polarized
(black arrows in Fig. 2 and 3) source is tuned to the specific plasmon
modes corresponding to the resonances indicated in Fig. 1 C, D. On
the top of the sample are the AFM tip and a parabolic mirror that is
used to collect and guide the scattered light towards the detector. A
gold-coated AFM tip (20 nm thick gold layer) was used in these
experiments. The coated tip has the two functions of i) enhancing
the local field by coupling the plasmon mode of the tip and that of
the structure and ii) acting as a local perturber through frustration
of the evanescent wave located in the near-field of the sample [15,
23]. The near-field is then converted into far-field and detected
with a photodiode using a pseudoheterodyne detection scheme
[24]. In this work, the QCLs coupled to the s-SNOM instrument used
to excite the plasmon modes had a lower wavelength limit of ~5 μm
(2000 cm-1).
Five‐Branched Structures. An AFM topography was first
obtained for a portion of the array containing 5BG2 dendritic fractal
entities with rod lengths of 300 nm (1.2 μm diameter organized in
arrays of 27  27 individual fractals) as shown in Fig. 2A. The nearfield amplitude (|Ep|) map at a set excitation of =5.88 m (1700 cm1, blue arrow in Fig. 1C) of the scattered light shows the strongest
response for the branch oriented along the polarization direction of
the excitation (Fig. 2B, black arrow). The corresponding near-field
phase (φp) map and the electric field map (Re(Ep)) of the scattered
light exhibits a well-defined 180° phase change (light blue to light
red) along the polarization axis (Fig. 2C,D) indicating a dipolar
resonance character [15, 25, 26]. Fig. 2D is the electric field map that
corresponds to the real part of the p-polarized scattered fields,
Re(Ep) = |Ep|cosφp . This map can be deduced from the
experimentally determined near-field amplitude and phase.
Importantly, all the individual fractal structures within the probed
area exhibit the same homogeneity in terms of measured
amplitude, phase, and real part maps, highlighting the uniform
response of the array. Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
calculations were conducted to examine the polarized character of
the scattered near-field. An EM-field calculation was conducted at

the calculated resonance, which is slightly red-shifted compared to
the experimental one (6.2 m vs. 5.88 m). This spectral shift is
mainly due to the presence of fabrication defects, dampening from
the titanium adhesion layer, and roughness of the gold surface. The
calculated normalized Re(Ez) map (Fig. 2E), is nearly identical to the
experimental result of Fig. 2D highlighting that, for this particular
structure under these specific irradiation conditions, the near-field
appears mostly z polarized. FDTD calculations of the amplitude at λ
= 6.2 μm (Fig. 2F) show a distribution comparable to the
experimental one. With a large distribution of EM enhancement
over the surface of the fractal, this structure is presumably ideal for
SEIRA experiments. However, the 5BG2 fractal only exhibits two
strong resonances (Fig. 1C), thus providing access to a limited
spectral range to explore SEIRA measurements.
To demonstrate the sensitivity of the s-SNOM technique for
probing multiresonant structures, where the resonances also have
varying spatial distributions, we performed s-SNOM
measurements on the 3BG5 fractals that have a higher number of
fractal generations and a smaller number of branches.

Fig. 2. A) AFM image along with experimental B) amplitude, C) phase,
and D) real portion of Ep distribution maps obtained for 5BG2 dendritic
fractals with rod lengths of 300 nm at the low energy resonance. E)
Calculated near-field distribution (Re (Ez/E0)), and F) near field
amplitude at the calculated resonance.

Three‐Branched Structures. 3BG5 fractals with rod length
dendrons set to 200 and 350 nm yielded structures with 2.01 m
(18  18 array) and 3.50 m (12  12 array) diameters respectively,
as shown in the AFM images (Fig. 3A-C). For the structure with the
200 nm rod length, two resonances can be mapped individually at
8.77 m and 6.30 m. These resonances correspond to
wavenumbers of 1140 cm-1 and 1590 cm-1 in Fig. 1D, respectively.
The FDTD resonances are again red-shifted and located at 9.1 m
and 6.8 m, respectively. For the larger 350 nm five-branched

structure only the mode at 6.13 m (1630 cm-1) can be probed
(FDTD resonance at 6.9 μm). Upon excitation with a linearly
polarized beam oriented along a branch of the core dendron (black
arrows in Fig. 3D-F), the near-field amplitude maps of the scattered
light (Fig. 3D-F) show that the brightest regions are homogeneous
over the structures independently of the excitation wavelength. Not
many differences can be noticed in the amplitude maps for different
resonances (Fig. 3D, E) or even for larger structures (Fig. 3F).

Fig. 3. A-C) AFM images along with experimental D-F) amplitude, G-I)
phase, and J-L) real portion of Ep distribution maps obtained for 3BG5
dendritic fractals with rod lengths of 200 nm (left and middle columns)
and 350 nm (right column) at the indicated wavelengths. M-O)
Calculated field amplitude E=(|Ex|+|Ey|+|Ez|)/E0 at the calculated
resonance wavelengths.

The amplitude maps show that the plasmon resonance is
isotropically distributed over the fractal structure even though the
excitation was linearly polarized: the fractal structure radially
distributes the plasmon wave over all the sub-units of the fractal.
The phase maps reported in Fig. 3G-I are of interest and display
peculiar oscillations on the external periphery of the structure. For
the lowest observed energy mode (8.77 m) of the 200 nm
structure a phase change of 180° is observed, with a transition of the
phase along the orthogonal direction relative to the input excitation.
For the mode located at 6.3 m, more phase changes are observed
at the outer portion of the structure (Fig. 3H). This effect is even
better observed in Fig. 3I, where a total of 22 changes from blue to

red are observed in the structures from the fourth and fifth-order
generations. The calculated amplitude maps shown in Fig. 3M-O
considers the amplitude of all three space components, Ex, Ey, Ez
with the same weight and resembles the experimental ones in Fig.
3D-F, but the amplitude at the core portion of the fractal does not
appear as intense as experimentally measured. These calculations
have not been performed with the presence of a gold-coated tip
which is also a factor that presumably alters the polarization nature
of the local fields. This also highlights also that the infrared maps
cannot be considered as the pure metastructure response but
rather a convolution of the tip-sample interaction.
The radial distribution of the EM field can then be further examined
by looking at the isowavelength map for the three-branched
extended structure (Fig. 4A, B)). Here, 54 EM field maps are
generated at wavelengths from 1.4 to 12 μm. For each spatial
position, the wavelength corresponding to the resonance with the
largest intensity is extracted. The resonance wavelength is then
plotted as a function of the spatial coordinates yielding the
isowavelength map.

Fig. 4. A) SEM image and B) color-coded isowavelength maps for 3BG5.

At the lowest single energy mapped (λ = 9.1 μm), the largest
enhancement extends from the second-order generation to the
outermost branches. At higher energies, the resonances include less
of the structure (third- through fifth-order). Additionally, the
overlap between the distributions of enhancement is a key factor
shown in the isowavelength map. Due to the iterative nature of the
fractal resonances, the outermost branches will consistently
contribute to enhancement. As such, when performing SEIRA
experiments, molecules located in these outer domains will
consistently be probed at each resonance wavelength. This
contrasts with the typical approach where metasurfaces composed
of structures tailored to display a series of narrow wavelength
ranges with non-overlapping spatial distributions of EM
enhancement are used to achieve enhancement of multiple
vibrational modes.
Overall, we have methodically evaluated the plasmonic
properties of multiresonant dendritic fractals using both
experimental measurements and numerical calculations. By
performing s-SNOM measurements, experimental distributions for
the near-field enhancement can be obtained at the level of a single
structure and compared with numerical results. Overall,
highlighting the nature of the scattering field for five- and threebranched structures, and the importance of the tip-sample
interaction that can influence the collected near-field maps.
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